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Traits that are of the most economic value to self-replacing herds are reproductive traits
including age at first calving, reproductive success and replacement rate.1 These maternal traits are
sex-limited, lowly heritable, and some are expressed quite late in life. This has precluded replacement
heifer selection on these traits, and frustrated genetic progress. In fact, the antagonism between
terminal and some maternal and calving traits may have led to negative progress, as positive
selection on the terminal traits can result in negative selection on the maternal traits. It has been
suggested that US cow-calf producers should have a relative economic emphasis of 47% on
reproduction, 24% on growth, and 30% on carcass traits2.
Given the economic importance of reproduction, cow-calf producers raising their own
replacement heifers should focus some of their selection emphasis on maternal traits. However, many
commercial producers have no EPD information upon which to base their replacement heifer selection
decisions, and DNA testing offers an appealing approach to provide previously-absent selection
criteria. Theoretically, DNA tests are ideally suited for traits where there is no other tool available for
selection. Ironically, research shows that DNA tests for low heritability traits will be the most difficult to
develop. That is because a very large number of “training” records will be required to obtain accurate
DNA tests for low heritability traits. Additionally, such tests will also be the most difficult to validate as
there is a shortage of cattle populations with sufficient phenotypic data to estimate the accuracy of
new genetic tests for those traits.
The value of using DNA information in making replacement heifer selection decisions will
depend upon the information available at the time of selection, the accuracy (r) or % of genetic
variation (r2) explained by the test, and the selection intensity (i.e. proportion of available heifers are
selected). The latter is dependent upon the calving and replacement rates. I modeled the breakeven
cost of testing 45 potential replacement
heifers born per 100 cows per year in a
commercial herd with a replacement rate of
20% (i.e. 20 replacement heifers were
selected each year). I assumed that the
commercial producer was not performance
recording (i.e. had no other data upon which
to base heifer replacement decisions), and I
otherwise used the assumptions outlined in
Van Eenennaam et al. (2011)3. I used a
multiple-trait selection index developed for a
self-replacing herd targeting a high-value
feedlot market. The relative economic
values of traits in the breeding objective are
shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Relative importance (% relative economic value)
of traits in the self-replacing herd breeding objective.
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The maternal trait with the highest relative economic value in that index was weaning rate (i.e.
number of calves weaned). I then modeled hypothetical intermediate and high accuracy DNA tests
trained on records from 1000 or 2500 animals, respectively. The breakeven cost of testing
replacement heifers was $22.59 and $33.22 per test for the intermediate and high accuracy DNA test,
respectively. Of this ~ 25% (< $10) of this value would be captured by the commercial producer, with
the majority of the value being realized by the processing sector as a result of improvements in meat
yield and quality. The value of increasing the accuracy of commercial replacement heifer
genetic evaluations is less than that for bulls since bulls produce more descendants from
which to derive returns for accelerated genetic improvement.
Several pieces of information are required to determine the value of using DNA tests to inform
replacement heifer decisions. The first is the proportion of genetic variation explained (r2) by the test
for your selection criteria, and for the breed of cattle you are selecting. Independent estimates of this
proportion are not available for all breeds and tests on the market. Some estimates are available for
some traits in Angus cattle (Table 1).
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Trait

h

Average Daily Gain
Net/residual Feed Intake
Dry matter intake
Tenderness
Calving Ease (Direct)
Birth weight
Weaning Weight
Yearling Weight
Yearling Height
Calving ease (maternal)
Milking Ability
Heifer Pregnancy
Docility
Mature Height
Mature Weight
Scrotal Circumference
Stayability
Carcass weight
Backfat thickness
Ribeye area
Marbling score
Percent choice

0.28
0.50
0.40
0.37
0.20
0.42
0.20
0.20
0.45
0.12
0.14
0.13
0.37
0.82
0.55
0.43
0.10
0.41
0.34
0.33
0.45
--

®

IGENITY Angus Profile
2 4
Included % Genetic variation (r )
X
X
X
20
X
X
X
32
X
20
X
12
X
X
X
6
X
X
22
X
X
♂
♀
X
29
X
25
X
34
X
42
X

Pfizer HD 50K for Angus
2 4,5
Included % Genetic variation (r )
5
X
30
5
X
12
X
42
5
X
26
5
X
22
X
26
X
27
X
41
5

X
X

40
10

X
X
X
X

23
31
36
32

2

Table 1. Percentage of genetic variation (r ) associated with commercial DNA tests for targeted traits.
Bold traits are those that are currently being incorporated into the Angus genomic-enhanced EPDs.

To date, data suggest that tests trained and developed for use in one breed are unlikely to work well
in a different breed, or in an admixed/crossbred population. Tests for maternal and reproductive traits
will need to be developed for breeds other than Angus. Reproductive traits are a major profit driver of
self-replacing herds and DNA tests have the potential to provide previously-absent selection criteria
for commercial replacement heifer selection. Such tests will need to be accurate for maternal traits
and inexpensive because the genetic gain in commercial animals is passed onto fewer descendants
from which to recoup testing costs. In the future it is envisioned that a single DNA test may be used
for multiple purposes (e.g. parentage, identification of carriers of genetic defects, marker-assisted
management) which may increase the overall value derived from DNA testing commercial heifers.
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